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Mar 5, Six steps for turning your images into a memorable photo essay, from Stories, a photo series by Sharon Pannen
for SchÃ¶n! Magazine.

Is my subject representative of the larger idea my photo essay is trying to convey? Depending on the
motivations behind your photo essay and what sort of subject it depicts, a longer text may be necessaryâ€”or
just a few words might be enough. Tease the editor a bit with two of your best photos and a third that gives a
great detail shot. Then the intricate brick work of the warehouses and the tobacco factories shines in quiet
grandeur. And this continues until some kind of compromise is reached. For his photo essay White Fences,
excerpted above, Taylor Dorrell wrote only one sentence of introduction. Here are six steps to follow to create
a photo essay that tells a memorable story. For example, a photo essay about your family may be hard to
evaluate, as your own feelings about family members will impact how you take and view the photos. And this
is a town of trains. When the photos are so spectacular, however, that they tell the story without needing much
narrative â€” if any at all â€” then a photo essay is clearly a good option. Their opinions can be your guide, not
just your own emotions. Photo essays can showcase any topic, from nature photography to portraiture to
wedding shots. What Makes a Photo Essay Unforgettable? Non-Durhamites will almost always get lost.
Brown Advice for turning your images into a memorable photo essay, from curating your best work to crafting
a title. A good method to use to cull your images down is to remove as many as half of your images straight
away to see if your narrative is still as strong with fewer photos. One or two lead photos should slowly
introduce the viewer to your topic. Editor or reporter: No way! Would it be better with one giant photo and
five small? From there, you should consider further developing your narrative by introducing elements like
portraiture, close ups, detail shots, and a carefully selected final photo to leave the viewer with the feeling you
set out to produce in your photos. Editor or reporter: Well, maybe we can cut a little bit of the story.


